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Abstract:  

Artificial Vision or Computer vision or machine vision are the terms which maximum authors 
defined as Vision for calibration, inspection, error detection and correction, quality check or 
anything else all process electronically and engineering based on Natural human which is unique. 
Hence with this sense simply term is Vision Engineering, because Artificial, Computer or Machine 
all designed electronically with similarities. I have shown in my modeling with help of two models 
how we can engineer it. 
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Introduction 

 

Above drawing exhibits model to 
clear ambiguity in terms what I want to clear 
and not majority think. Generally Industrial 
Robotics and Automation engineer and 

researchers without taking a time of second 
can guess it Machine vision to increase 
productivity, precision and robotic 
automation etc., but what I am trying to 
discuss here in my modeling its completely to 
build artificial vision with exactly human like 
visual cognition and perception for Humanoid 
Robotics and Cyborg Human intellect. 
Humanoid itself now days broad research 
domain where several sub domains available 
to conduct excellent research. Now days I 
seem majority people working on NLP, 
Wavelet, Images processing and robotic 
emotion etc without paying attention on 
equal important research domain 

Insight Natural Vision Processing like Engineering for 

Machine Vision 
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Artificial/machine vision in other words can 
say “Humanoid vision”.  

 

Modeling 

Basic Artificial Vision Engineering (BAVE) 

Model 

This is my first proposed model with 
the intention to discuss how effectively basic 
artificial vision often called Robotic vision 
possible to engineer and implement. I exhibit 
four important parameters here in which 
three logics design and vision input design as 
High Focal Length Vision Lenses and 
Sensation engineering, in this criterion all 
high precision excellent wavelength lambda 
based optics and high focal length optical 
lenses with ultra-high resolution need to 
engineer with retina like features sensors and 
electronic engineering. After this we must 
need to move with paying great attention on 
three logics as Cognition logic here needs to 
analyze all biological cognition of mankind to 
fit in electronic or optoelectronic engineering. 

The second one is Perception logic is related 
to how to behave with input vision with 
creating object or structure to make choices, 
like, dislikes and decision along with vision 
processing chamber. The third one is object 
recognition unit, here all the sensed vision 
with assistance of whole assembly make 
meaning and identified input vision objects.  

All these units work for central 
“Vision Processing Chamber” and based on 
three tiers as Meaning generation logic unit 
as I already mentioned work with one design 
and three different logic to interpret exact 
and accurate meaning of identified object 
with giving name and total recall all its 
features. Sometime new object freshly input 
at that time new object identification and 
processing layer will work and first time 
create all its data and identify several time 
the object in future with reusing it. to assist 
both layers is Image and Template processing 
layer the function of this layer as when object 
recognizing at that time provide saved 
template to mach or in case of new object 
input crate its template to reuse for next time 
when same vision input occur again in future.  
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This is my first proposed model with 
the intention to discuss how effectively basic 
artificial vision often called Robotic vision 
possible to engineer and implement. I exhibit 
four important parameters here in which 
three logics design and vision input design as 
High Focal Length Vision Lenses and 
Sensation engineering, in this criterion all 
high precision excellent wavelength lambda 
based optics and high focal length optical 
lenses with ultra-high resolution need to 
engineer with retina like features sensors and 
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need to move with paying great attention on 
three logics as Cognition logic here needs to 
analyze all biological cognition of mankind to 
fit in electronic or optoelectronic engineering.  

The second one is Perception logic is 
related to how to behave with input vision 
with creating object or structure to make 
choices, like, dislikes and decision along with 
vision processing chamber. The third one is 
object recognition unit, here all the sensed 
vision with assistance of whole assembly 
make meaning and identified input vision 
objects. All these units work for central 
“Vision Processing Chamber” and based on 
three tiers as Meaning generation logic unit 
as I already mentioned work with one design 

and three different logic to interpret exact 
and accurate meaning of identified object 
with giving name and total recall all its 
features. Sometime new object freshly input 
at that time new object identification and 
processing layer will work and first time 
create all its data and identify several time 
the object in future with reusing it. to assist 
both layers is Image and Template processing 
layer the function of this layer as when object 
recognizing at that time provide saved 
template to mach or in case of new object 
input crate its template to reuse for next time 
when same vision input occur again in future. 

Vision Design Mapping (VDM) Model 

This model is wonderful and lucid 
display how Natural biological vision map to 
engineer artificial/Machine vision. Hence 
model split into three segments as Design line 
at center, Reference domain at top and 
Engineering domain at bottom. The center 
domain is actual Artificial Vision 
Development phases as similar to software 
engineering having three phases as “Analysis 
of Artificial/Machine Vision, Designing of 
Artificial/Machine vision and Development of 
Artificial/Machine vision”.  
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But the main vision mapping parts are 

Reference domain to Engineering domain as 

tends to “Biological side to Electronically 

side” of vision development from Natural to 

artificial one. The center point of Vision 

Design Mapping Model to make analysis from 

biological reference domain and using it as 

reference engineer electronically and for 

thisneed to map “Biological sensation” which 

further distributed as “Bio Cognition” and 

“Bio Perception” as discussed in first model 

can map and engineer as “Electronic 

sensation engineering” which further 

distributed as “Electronic Cognition” and 

“Electronic Perception”. 

Conclusion 

           Artificial Intelligence, Bionic, Cyborg 

and Humanoid are the evidences of successful 

advanced engineering in the domain and 

machine/artificial vision are the most 

important common component for all, 

without it these all seems to be blind. Thus 

artificial/machine vision engineering like 

natural vision processing wise abilities are 

essential and vital which I tried to discuss 

with help of two models “Basic Artificial 

Vision Engineering (BAVE) Model” in which I 

discussed what are the basic engineering 

requirements to implement 

Artificial/Machine vision and “Vision Design 

Mapping (VDM) Model” which discussed how 

Natural vision mapped to engineer 

Artificial/Machine vision. 
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